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Valentine’s Day
Dance
by: Arriana Bilton and Ehmany Turner

As most may know, the
Valentine’s Day dance was
postponed because of an
incident off campus. The staff
decided to be safe and cancel
the dance the night. But don’t
worry, the date has been
moved! The dance is
expected to be on Friday, the
23rd of February. Many of the
students are excited for this
event. As a new student to
this school I had a few
questions for leadership about
the dance. Are we supposed
to dress up? Bring dates or
friends? Are we allowed to
bring people that don’t come
to Buckeye? Luckily, you don’t
have to wonder much longer
for these are the questions we
asked leadership ourselves!
The first question we asked is
if we were supposed to dress
a certain way. They assume
that the girls would wear
Continued on page 2
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WES Camp
by: Dominic Gannon and Luke
Veenstra

Every year, the 6th graders
take a one week trip to WES
Camp. This year we are
going to WES Camp from
Valentine’s Day
February 26 to March 2. WES
by: Steven Bryans and Andrew David
Valentine’s Day is a day
Camp stands for Wiskeytown
that celebrates love in the
Environmental School. We
world. In China they celebrate will be going with Millville and
it by having a festival called
Bend Schools. While we are
the Qixi Festival in that
there, we will learn to not be
festival they celebrate the
wasteful and to be
cowherd and the weaver girl, responsible with the
it is also known as the
environment. We will go gold
seventh day festival. And did panning and hiking. We will
you know that in Korea
see deer, bald eagles, fish,
Valentine’s day is only one of snakes, raccoons, and
12 love days because every
banana slugs. It’s possible
month on the 14th is a
that we might see a bear! The
Valentine´s day? From the
6th graders are all very
year 260 A.D people have
excited to go to WES Camp
celebrated Valentine by
and have a great time!
treating a loved one or a
close friend to a dinner. In
America people give gifts or
cards to their loved one.
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Global Warming
Part 1

show in September. “Unless
somebody can prove
by: Seth Cameron
something to me, I believe
there’s weather.” Donald
Global warming is when too
Trump said on the Huffington
much carbon dioxide is let out
Post. 56% of Republicans in
into the atmosphere and some
Congress deny these
of the reason is that people
atmospheric changes. More
tear down trees to make cities
information on this topic will
which the trees doesn't catch
be leading on later.
all the carbon dioxide to lead
Valentine’s Day
to the carbon dioxide getting
Dance
trapped into the atmosphere .
Continued from page 1
Some people believe that
dresses and the guys to look
relatively better than they
usually do. The second
question we asked was if you
were supposed to bring a
date or a friend. They agreed
that it would be a bit of both.
Next, we asked if we were
aloud to bring people that
didn’t go to Buckeye. They
global warming isn't true.
quickly replied that it was not
Donald Trump is one of them. allowed. They also let us
“I am not a believer,” the
know that there would be
Republican presidential
decorations, food, music and
candidate said on a radio
even a photo booth! It will be
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$5.00 at the door and $3.00
being sold at recess. If you
have bad grades, don’t worry
you can still go. The dance
will start at 6:00 p.m and end
at 8:00 p.m. The dance will
take place in the cafeteria.

Jumanji: A Movie
Review
by: Alexis Variz and Stevie Lott

The movie Jumanji is a movie
about four high schoolers
getting a detention. One of
the high schoolers

was snooping around and
found the game jumanji. Then
they plugged the game’s CD
into a TV they found in the
room that they were in. Then
Continued on page 3
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Jumanji
Continued from page 2

they chose the characters
they wanted. Once they
pressed start game they
started to get sucked into the
game. They had to finish the
game with only 3 lives, if they
use up all of their lives then
they can actually die. I don't
want to spoil the movie but it
is super funny. The first
Jumanji movie that came out
is a little different. Instead of
the kids going inside of the
game the game comes to
them. The animals actually
come to the house and invade
them. Both of the Jumanji
movies relate to each other in
different way.
In my opinion the newest
Jumanji is better than the
older one.

Meet Ms. Val
by: Jayden Duty and Kaydence
Hayden

In this article you are going to
get to know Mrs.Val . You
might even learn some new
facts about her. Mrs.Val is a
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very nice person she is sweet
to her students and staff. We
asked Mrs. Val how long she
has been working at

Posing from left to right: Dorothy
Stritton, Ms. Val, and Jayden Duty.

Buckeye. She said she
started in October 1990 and
has been working here for 27
years. Mrs. Val started
working at Buckeye when her
oldest son was in
Mr.Harvey’s class. Mrs. Val
also graduated from Buckeye
in 1968. She was hired as a
yard duty and eventually
morning recesses became
P.E classes. Now she
teaches PE in the lower
grades. They focus on
exercise and staying healthy.

Before coming to work at
Buckeye other jobs she had
were, toll booth collector at
Dallas/Fort Worth airport,
medical billing office,
Bridgebay Resort while also
attending high school and
college but the only school
she has taught at is Buckeye.
She said it is very hard to
pick her favorite grade level
because they all have good
qualities. But most
importantly she loves her job
at Buckeye.

Black Panther
by: Gabe Kelly and Ryan Jacoby

Black Panther is a PG-13
movies that hit the big screen
on February 16th. The Black
Panther is a superhero who is
part of the Marvel series.
The movie is rated 7.5 out of
10. According to IMDB,
“T'Challa, after the death of
his fathers, the King of
Wakanda, returns to home
...to succeed to the throne
and take his rightful place as
king.” We think this is going
to be a good movie.
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Pandas
By Alexia Amore and Jazzmin Ham
What kinds of pandas there are
Did you know that there's 2
different kinds of pandas? There’s
the red panda and the giant panda.
The giant panda is black and white.
The red panda is red, black, and
white.
What Do Pandas Eat?
Pandas eat leaves, stems, and bamboo. They drink water. Pandas also

sleep 2 to 4 hours between two meals. They eat up to 27 pounds a day.
Habitat
Where do pandas live? Pandas live in mountainous regions of central
China , in Sichuan, Shaanxi, and Gansu provinces. They also live zoos.
One zoo that has a panda is the San Diego zoo.
How many pandas are their?
Did you know that there was 1,864 pandas in 2014. Now there are 1,000
pandas. People are saying in 2060 there will be no more pandas left. The
reason that there are only 1,000 pandas left is because their habitat is
getting taken over by development companys.

